This paper summarizes results of a theoretical analysis of syntactic behavior of Czech light verb constructions and their verification in the linguistic annotation of a large amount of these constructions. The concept of LVCs is based on the observation that nouns denoting actions, states, or properties have a strong tendency to select semantically underspecified verbs, which leads to a specific rearrangement of valency complementations of both nouns and verbs in the syntactic structure. On the basis of the description of deep and surface syntactic properties of LVCs, a formal model of their lexicographic representation is proposed here. In addition, the resulting data annotation, capturing almost 1,500 LVCs, is described in detail. This annotation has been integrated in a new version of the VALLEX lexicon, release 3.5.
Introduction
Light verb constructions (LVCs) pose a serious challenge for both theoretical linguistics and NLP tasks due to their syntactic complexity. The major challenges raised by LVCs can be overcome by a lexicographic representation allowing for their efficient handling in both theoretical and computational linguistics. Developing a formal model of such representation thus represents a crucial task of the current lexicography.
In this paper, we present a formal model of the lexicographic description of LVCs designed for the valency lexicon of Czech verbs VALLEX, summarizing findings partially presented esp. in Kettnerová and Lopatková (2015) ; ; Kettnerová (2017) ; Kettnerová and Lopatková (2017b) , and in Kettnerová and Lopatková (2017a) . This model, based on a thorough theoretical research into Czech LVCs and grounded in an in-depth analysis of corpus data using the Functional Generative Description (FGD, see esp. Sgall et al., 1986) , has been applied in an extensive annotation of Czech LVCs allowing us to verify theoretical adequacy of the adopted postulates and their further modification. This annotation has been integrated in the VALLEX lexicon, release 3.5.
LVCs represent a type of complex predicates where two syntactic elements -a light verb and a predicative noun, adjective, adverb (or verb esp. in Asian languages) -function together as a single predicative unit. The syntactic structure of an LVC is then determined by both the light verb and the other predicative element. For example, the structure with the light verb dát 'to give' is determined not solely by the verb, which provides three valency complementations, namely ACT (matka 'mother'), ADDR (děti 'children'), and CPHR (příkaz 'order'), see example (1), but also by the noun příkaz 'order', which contributes PAT (uklidit 'to clean up') to the structure.
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(1) Matka ACT dala dětem ADDR příkaz CPHR uklidit PAT pokoj.
'Mother gave children an order to clean their room up.'
The question how valency complementations of light verbs and predicative elements participate in the syntactic structure formation of LVCs is a central issue of any syntactic theory attempting to provide their comprehensive analysis. Despite being addressed in many theoretical frameworks, see e.g., argument merger formulated within the Government Binding theory (Grimshaw and Mester, 1988) , argument fusion (Butt, 2010) and argument composition within the Lexical-Functional Grammar (Hinrichs et al., 1998) , and the study by Alonso Ramos carried out within the Meaning ↔ Text Theory (Alonso Ramos, 2007) , this issue is still far from being clear. The main difficulty in arriving at a more uniform analysis of LVCs lies in the fact that a definitional characterization allowing for their cross-linguistic identification is still missing. In some analyses, LVCs are then mixed up with control constructions, or even with auxiliary verbs -such misinterpretations clearly lead to inconsistent conclusions (see esp. Butt and Geuder, 2001) .
In this paper, we aim at contributing to better understanding the syntactic structure formation of Czech LVCs, making use of the theoretical framework of FGD. We limit our focus to LVCs composed of light verbs and predicative nouns expressed as their direct object, as these LVCs are the most central and frequent ones in Czech. We demonstrate that the syntactic formation of these LVCs is compositional, namely that the syntactic structure of an LVC can be inferred from syntactic properties of the predicative noun and the light verb forming the given LVC on a rule basis. Further, we show that the coreference relation between valency complementations of predicative nouns and light verbs represents a key characteristic of LVCs.
As has been already reflected in the literature (see e.g., Radimský, 2010) , an intuitive clue lying in paraphrasability of LVCs by single verbs does not represent a reliable criterion for their identification as there is a number of broadly accepted LVCs without a suitable paraphrase (e.g., udělat dojem 'to make an impression', nést vinu 'to be at fault', mít názor 'to have an opinion'); on the contrary, some full verb collocations can be paraphrased by single verbs (e.g., uložit do hrobu 'to lay to rest; lit. to lay into the grave' -pohřbít 'to tomb'). Therefore we consider the syntactic compositionality together with the coreference relation between verbal and nominal valency complementations as a definitional criterion for delimiting LVCs in our research.
The paper is structured as follows. First, the valency lexicon of Czech verbs, VAL-LEX, and its theoretical background -the valency theory of FGD -are introduced (Section 2). Second, the results of the theoretical analysis of Czech LVCs are summarized (Section 3). On the basis of these results, a formal model of the lexicographic representation of LVCs is proposed (Section 4). Third, the application of this model to the annotation of a large amount of linguistic data is described and the resulting annotated data are characterized (Section 5). The last section provides a short summary.
VALLEX and the Valency Theory of FGD
VALLEX, a valency lexicon of Czech verbs, takes the Functional Generative Description (FGD) as its theoretical background. FGD represents a dependency oriented framework which adopts a stratificational approach to the language description (Sgall et al., 1986) . One of the main concept of FGD is represented by the tectogrammatical layer -the deep syntactic layer. The core of this layer is represented by valency, an ability of a word to open a certain number of valency positions for other dependent units. The valency theory of FGD has been elaborated from the 70th esp. by Jarmila Panevová (see esp. Panevová, 1974 Panevová, -75, 1980 Panevová, , 1994 and applied in several valency lexicons: VALLEX, a valency lexicon of Czech verbs , 2 PDT-Vallex, a valency lexicon linked to the family of Prague Dependency Treebanks (Urešová, 2011) , 3 and EngVallex, a valency lexicon representing the part of the annotation of the Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank. 4 In the valency theory of FGD, actants and free modifications are distinguished. Actants (be they obligatory, or optional) represent valency complementations char-acterizing the word in a unique way; as such they have to be listed in its valency frame. Five actants are recognized: ACT, PAT, ADDR, ORIG, and EFF. A higher number of free modifications is determined on the basis of their semantic features (e.g., temporal, spatial, causal, etc.); only obligatory ones characterize a word in a unique way and thus they have to be part of its valency frame as well (see esp. Panevová, 1994; Lopatková and Panevová, 2006) . Morphemic forms of actants are determined by a governing word (as such they have to be indicated in its valency frame) while forms of free modifications stem from their semantic type (as a result, they do not have to be provided in the valency frame) (Lopatková and Panevová, 2006) .
The VALLEX lexicon, attempting to provide a comprehensive description of valency behavior of Czech verbs, represents the most elaborated lexicon developed within FGD. For purposes of the description of language phenomena at the lexicon-grammar interface, this lexicon has been divided into two components: a lexical part (the data component), providing information specific to individual lexical units, and a grammar part (the grammatical component), capturing regular patterns of Czech verbs in the form of formal rules (thus being a part of the overall grammar of Czech).
Data component provides the information on valency structure of Czech verbs in their individual senses. The key organizing concept of this lexicon is represented by the lexeme, an abstract twofold unit associating lexical forms of a verb with its lexical units (individual senses). Each lexical unit is assigned the syntactic and semantic information. VALLEX stores more than 6,760 lexical units of verbs (counting aspectual counterparts separately 10,900 lexical units) contained in more than 2,730 lexemes. These lexemes are represented by almost 4,600 verb lemmas.
The crucial information on the valency structure of individual lexical units is provided in the form of valency frame. Valency frame is modeled as a sequence of valency slots, each slot standing for one valency complementation. Each slot of a valency complementation is characterized by a functor (a syntactico-semantic label marking the relation of the valency complementation to its governing verb, as e.g., ACT, ADDR, PAT, LOC etc.) and by the information on obligatoriness. In addition, the information on morphemic forms is provided for actants, indicating possible surface syntactic expression of the given complementation in active, unreciprocal and irreflexive constructions.
Each lexical unit can be described by other relevant syntactic and syntactico-semantic information, e.g., on control, reflexivity, reciprocity, diatheses, alternations, syntactico-semantic class membership.
Grammar component stores grammatical rules which instantiated by the information provided by the data component of the lexicon allow for obtaining all possible surface syntactic manifestations of lexical units of verbs, namely their passive, reciprocal and reflexive structures.
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As we show below, the division into the lexical and grammar component has appeared to be relevant also for the description of LVCs as they represent a typical language phenomenon bridging these two parts of the language description.
Theoretical Analysis of LVCs
In this section, we provide a comprehensive theoretical account of both deep (Section 3.1) and surface structure formation of LVCs (Section 3.2), grounded in FGD.
Deep Syntactic structure of LVCs
The deep syntactic structure of LVCs consists of valency complementations of both predicative nouns (Section 3.1.1) and light verbs (3.1.2). In addition, it is characterized by coreference between valency complementations of light verbs and predicative nouns (Section 3.1.4).
Valency Frames of Predicative Nouns
As predicative nouns, deverbal nouns (e.g., plán 'plan', hněv 'rage', nedůvěra 'distrust', nenávist 'hate', svědectví 'evidence'), deadjective nouns (e.g., vděčnost 'gratitude', žárlivost 'jealousy'), and primary nouns (e.g., láska 'love') occur. Predicative nouns denote actions, states (deverbal and primary nouns), and properties (deadjective nouns). Deverbal and deadjective predicative nouns typically inherit the valency structure from their base verbs and adjectives, respectively. The valency structure of primary nouns can be accounted for on the basis of the valency structure of verbs with corresponding meanings (e.g., láska 'love' and milovat 'to love'). The number and type of valency complementations of predicative nouns (i.e., their functors and obligatoriness) thus remain the same (see esp. Kettnerová et al., 2017) . Only morphemic forms of their complementations usually undergo changes, reflecting their usage in nominal structures. Compare, e.g., the valency frame of the predicative noun obava 'fear' (5) and its nominal structure (7) with the frame of its base verb obávat se 'to fear; to be afraid' (2) and its verbal structure (4).
(2) obávat se 'to fear; to be afraid': ACTnom PAT gen,inf,dcc Each valency complementation of a predicative noun corresponds to a semantic participant of the situation denoted by the noun. Semantic participants of a noun are typically identical to the participants characterizing its base verb (or a semantically corresponding verb). For example, the valency complementations ACT and PAT of the predicative noun obava 'fear' are mapped onto the semantic participant 'Experiencer', a sentient entity experiencing fear, and 'Stimulus', evoking the given emotion, respectively, as complementations of its base verb obávat se 'to fear; to be afraid', see (6) and (3), respectively. Light verbs, as semantically impoverished verbs (e.g., Jespersen, 1965; Grimshaw and Mester, 1988; Butt and Geuder, 2001) , denote only general semantic scenarios. They typically inherit valency characteristics from respective full verb counterparts -while one of their valency position is reserved for predicative nouns (this position is labeled with the CPHR functor in FGD), other valency complementations acquire semantic specifications in LVCs via coreference with valency complementations of predicative nouns (see esp. Alonso Ramos, 2007) ; Section 3.1.4 discusses this feature in more detail. 6 The only exception represented by 'Causator' is discussed below in this Section.
Let us compare the valency frame of the full verb mít 'to have' (8) and the frame of the light verb mít 'to have' (10) and their example sentences (9) and (12), respectively. The full verb refers to a possession of an object by an owner (its valency complementations are mapped onto the semantic participants: ACT onto 'Owner' and PAT onto 'Possession'). In contrast, the light verb, denoting a general scenario, does not have any semantic participants semantically specifying its valency complementations. Their complementations are semantically specified just in LVCs, by entering in coreference with nominal complementations. For example, in the LVC mít obavu 'to be afraid; lit. to have a fear', the verbal ACT attains its semantic saturation via coreference with the nominal ACT, namely it refers to 'Experiencer', see the valency frame (5) and the mappings (6) and (11). The only exception when light verbs contribute their semantic participant to LVCs is represented by light verbs with a causative function -these verbs contribute the semantic participant 'Causator' to LVCs. This participant instigates the events expressed by predicative nouns with which the given light verbs combine. For example, the light verb poskytovat 'to provide' has the causative function in the LVC poskytovat příležitost 'to provide an opportunity'. The valency frame of this verb is provided in (13). This light verb provides the given LVC with the 'Causator' which is mapped onto its ACT. This 'Causator' serves as an instigator of the situation expressed by the noun příležitost 'opportunity', see mapping (16) and example (17). 'Causator' The syntactic center of LVCs is represented by the light verb, which can -in contrast to the predicative noun -create a finite clause. However, the semantic core of LVCs is formed by the predicative noun, which contributes its semantic participants to LVCs.
Selecting a particular light verb, the predicative noun can employ its semantic participants in the syntactic structure of a finite clause. Moreover, the choice of a light verb affects the perspective from which the situation expressed by the predicative noun is viewed (see esp. Kettnerová and Lopatková, 2015) . Compare, e.g., the LVC poskytnout dotaci 'to give a grant' in (18) and the LVC získat dotaci 'to obtain a grant' in (19) where each time a different semantic participant of the noun dotace 'grant' occupies the most prominent subject position: the LVC poskytnout dotaci 'to give a grant' is perspectivized from the point of view of 'Agent' (vláda 'government') whereas the LVC získat dotaci 'to obtain a grant' is presented from the perspective of 'Recipient' (město 'town'):
'The government ACT gave a grant CPHR of 7 million PAT crowns to the town ADDR .'
The town ACT obtained a grant CPHR of 7 million PAT crowns from the government ORIG .'
Coreference and its Key Role in LVCs
As already mentioned in Section 3.1.2, in LVCs semantically underspecified valency complementations of light verbs obtain their semantic specifications -the principal role in this process is played by coreference between valency complementations of the predicative noun and the light verb.
The most prominent coreferential relation is the one between ACT of a predicative noun with a certain complementation of the light verb. Its prominence is also empirically attested by the corpus material provided by the Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT, Bejček et al., 2013): 7 from 1,695 LVCs with predicative nouns expressed as prepositionless accusative objects of light verbs in PDT, 1,609 LVCs (95% in total) are characterized by the coreference of the nominal ACT and a certain verbal complementation; the remaining 5% represents rather annotation errors (see Kettnerová and Bejček, 2016) . The presence of a pair of ACT of the predicative noun and a certain valency complementation of the light verb referring to the same extralinguistic entity can be thus adopted as a definitional criterion for delimiting LVCs. See the test of coreference in Radimský (2010) as well.
Semantically underspecified valency complementations of a light verb can enter into different coreferential relations, depending on valency structure of the predicative nouns selecting the given verb. For example, in the valency frame of the light verb přinést 'to bring' in its non-causative function, the ACT and ADDR are semantically unsaturated, see the valency frame of this verb in (20). Three types of coreference of this ACT and ADDR with complementations of predicative nouns are attested in the corpus data, as shown below by simplified dependency trees. Additional two types of coreference appear for the given verb with causative function, when the 'Causator' is mapped onto the verbal ACT. Table 1 below provides more examples of LVCs with the given verb for all the mentioned types of coreference. 
'Which effect CPHR brings Brexit ACT to the European Union ADDR ?'
The third type of coreference is typical of, e.g., the LVC přinést zklamání 'to bring disappointment', see the dependency tree in Figure 3 of example sentence (32). 
'The space probe ACT brought us ADDR knowledge CPHR about water PAT on Mars.'
This coreference characterizes, e.g., the LVC přinést přízeň 'to bring favor', see the dependency tree in Figure 5 representing example sentence (40). (39) přinést přízeň 'to bring favor': 'Causator' 
Ambiguous mappings
Several light verbs can function ambiguously in a single LVC with respect to non-causative and causative function. For example, the light verb přinést 'to bring' in the LVC přinést zklamání 'to bring disappointment' can serve either as non-causative, see above type III (mapping (31) and example (32)), or as causative one. The latter case belongs to type IV as it exhibits the same coreference as e.g the LVC přinést poznatek 'to bring knowledge', see the coreference in (41) and example (42).
(41) přinést zklamání 'to bring disappointment': 'Causator'
'Radical diet ACT brought Jane ADDR disappointment CPHR by her own failure PAT .' 
Surface Syntactic Structure
The surface structure formation of LVCs shares the same basic principle as surface constructions with full verbs according to which each semantic participant is expressed on the surface just once.
When a semantic participant in LVCs corresponds either to a valency complementation of the predicative noun, or to a complementation of the light verb (in case of causative light verbs), the situation is obvious: the surface syntactic expression of such semantic participant can be stipulated only by morphemic forms of the valency complementation (be it nominal, or verbal) to which the given participant corresponds.
However, when a semantic participant is mapped onto a valency complementation of the predicative noun and at the same time (via coreference) onto a complementation of the light verb, it raises a question which of the coreferring valency complementations is expressed on the surface. In these cases, morphemic forms prescribed by individual valency complementations serve as an important clue for the identification of the valency complementations expressed on the surface. As the analysis of extensive corpus data corroborates, these semantic participants are mostly expressed on the surface as valency complementations of the light verb.
For example, let us analyze the surface structure of the LVC uložit úkol 'to give a task' in (47): from the semantic participants characterizing this LVC, 'Speaker' and 'Recipient' are mapped onto the ACT and ADDR of the predicative noun and at the same time via coreference onto the ACT and ADDR of the light verb as well, respectively (the scheme of the mapping (46)). 'Speaker' is expressed in the surface structure of the given LVC as the subject corresponding to the verbal ACT as its morphemic form (the nominative case) unequivocally determines, see ACT in the valency frame of the light verb in (43) and ACT in the frame of the noun in (44).
As for 'Recipient', its dative case does not unequivocally indicate the surface position: as both the verbal ADDR and the nominal ADDR can have the form of the dative case, see the valency frames of the light verb (43) and the predicative noun (44), it can be either an indirect object with the function of the verbal ADDR, or an attribute with the function of the nominal ADDR. Thus a question arises which of these complementations the given dative case expresses. The surface syntactic behavior of this complementation in diatheses indicates that it can be accounted for as the verbal ADDR: verbal complementations -in contrast to nominal ones -are sensitive to surface syntactic shifts in diatheses. When recipient passive diathesis is applied to the LVC uložit úkol 'to give a task', the given ADDR changes its form from the dative into the nominative, see (48), which clearly manifests that it is the ADDR governed by the light verb. Moreover, the possibility of word order changes (compare (47) and (49)) supports its analysis as verbal ADDR as well.
'Obligation', mapped just onto the PAT of the predicative noun, can be expressed only as the attribute as morphemic forms of the given complementation require, see the valency frame of the noun (44). 
Double Expression of a Semantic Participant
There are basically two exceptions from general principles underlying the surface realization of semantic participants. First, in rare cases a semantic participant mapped onto the ACT of a predicative noun and at the same time onto the ACT of a light verb can be expressed twice on the surface. For example, in the LVC přinést výklad 'to bring an explanation' in (50), the 'Speaker' is expressed twice in the surface structure, as the subject with the function of the verbal ACT and at the same time as an attribute with the function of the nominal ACT.
(50) Průvodce ACT.subj.nom přinesl návštěvníkům ADDR.inobj.dat zámku svůj ACT.attr 
Semantic Participants Mapped onto an Optional Free Modification of the Light Verb
Second, in those cases in which a semantic participant is mapped onto an actant of the predicative noun and via coreference onto an optional free modification of the light verb, the given semantic participant can be realized either as the nominal valency complementation, or as the verbal one.
For example, in the LVC probouzet vzpomínku 'to raise memory', three semantic participants can be expressed on the surface: 'Causator' contributed to the LVC by the causative light verb probouzet 'to raise' and two semantic participants -'Cognizer' and 'Experience' -provided by the predicative noun vzpomínka 'memory', see the valency frame of the given light verb in (51) and the frame of the noun in (52). The LVC probouzet vzpomínku 'to raise memory' is characterized by the coreference of the ACT of the predicative noun with the optional LOC of the light verb, see the scheme of the mapping of participants in (54). As a result, this semantic participant can be expressed on the surface either as the verbal LOC (realized on the surface as a local adverbial), see example (55) 
Principles Governing the Expression of Semantic Participants
The principles governing the expression of semantic participants in the surface structure of LVCs can be summarized as follows: 9
• A semantic participant mapped onto a single valency complementation is expressed in a surface syntactic position: -of the respective valency complementation of the predicative noun (be it actant, or free modification), -of the respective valency complementation of the light verb (representing 'Causator').
• A semantic participant mapped onto two coreferring valency complementations is expressed in a surface syntactic position: -either of the respective valency complementation of the light verb (be it actant, or free modification),
-or of the respective valency complementation of the predicative noun if the coreferring verbal complementation is an optional free modification.
Formal Model of Lexicographic Representation of LVCs
The lexicographic representation of LVCs requires a close cooperation of both the lexical and the grammar part of the language description. In this section, we describe how the information on LVCs is reflected in the data and grammar component of the VALLEX lexicon, see above Section 2. As we have demonstrated above, the deep and surface syntactic structure of LVCs can be inferred from valency structures of both light verbs and predicative nouns and coreferential relations between individual valency complementations on the rule basis. These rules, described in the grammar component of the lexicon, operate on the information provided by its data component.
Data Component
In the data component, three special attributes have been introduced providing the information necessary for deriving deep and surface syntactic structure of LVCs.
Attribute lvc. The data component of the VALLEX lexicon stores lexical units of both predicative nouns and light verbs, 10 providing their core valency characteristics in the form of valency frames, as described in Section 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. The respective lexical units are interlinked via the special attribute lvc: with each lexical unit of a predicative noun, this attribute provides references to lexical units of the light verbs selected by the given noun, whereas with each lexical unit of a light verb, links to the predicative nouns with which the light verb combines are provided.
Attribute map. This attribute is provided within lexical units of light verbs. It stores the information on coreference between valency complementations of light verbs and complementations of predicative nouns -the coreference is represented as a set of pair(s) of coreferring valency complementations, the valency complementations being represented by their respective functors (and for user's convenience indicated in the lower index either as V, or as N, distinguishing verbal complementations from nominal ones).
Attribute instig. This attribute is provided within lexical units of causative light verbs -it gives the valency complementation from the respective valency frames onto which the semantic participant 'Causator' is mapped, the given complementation being represented by its respective functor.
Each valency frame of a light verb is assigned with a set of pair(s) or triplet(s) (if the attribute instig is relevant) of the above given attributes, distinguishing different coreference relations and eventually causative function of the light verb; relevant pairs (or triplets) are differentiated by Arabic numerals. In addition, each set is accompanied with examples illustrating individual LVCs. See the lexical entry of the light verb uložit 'to impose' in Figure 8 and the entry of the predicative noun úkol 'task' in Figure 7. 
Grammar Component
In the grammar component, formal rules governing both the deep and surface structure formation of LVCs are stored, operating on the information provided by the data component, as follows:
The deep syntactic structure of LVCs consists of:
(i) all valency complementations of the light verb provided by its valency frame (attribute frame), (ii) all valency complementations of the predicative noun provided by its valency frame (attribute frame), (iii) coreferential relations between individual valency complementations of the light verb and complementations of the predicative noun (attribute map).
The surface syntactic structure of LVCs comprises:
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A. syntactic positions of all valency complementations of the light verb, namely: (i) the syntactic position of the predicative noun (its morphemic form is given by the CPHR valency complementation), (ii) the syntactic position of 'Causator', if relevant (its morphemic form is given by the valency complementation provided in the attribute instig), (iii) the syntactic position(s) of other valency complementations which corefer with complementations of the predicative noun (only optional free modifications may remain unexpressed) (morphemic forms of these positions are given by the respective valency complementations provided in the attribute map). B. syntactic positions of those valency complementations of the predicative noun that satisfy the following conditions:
(iv) the syntactic position(s) of the valency complementations that do not corefer with any complementations of the light verb (morphemic forms of these positions are given by the respective valency complementations of the predicative noun), (v) the syntactic position(s) of the valency complementations that corefer with optional free modifications of the light verbs not expressed on the surface (morphemic forms of these positions are given by the respective valency complementation of the predicative noun). 
Annotation of LVCs in VALLEX

Lexical Stock
Each LVC is formed by a collocation consisting of a predicative noun and a light verb. The large amount of such collocations in Czech is not easily manageable, thus, some selection criteria had to be determined at the beginning of the annotation process. For the identification of the collocations representing LVCs, we first had to identify an inventory of verb lemmas already stored in the VALLEX lexicon that can function as light verbs. For this purpose, we used the valency lexicon PDT-Vallex (Urešová, 2011) . In this lexicon, valency frames of light verbs are indicated by the functor CPHR, labeling the valency position of predicative nouns. On this basis, we automatically identified 124 verb lemmas that have at least one valency frame in PDT-Vallex with the CPHR functor. The intersection of verb lemmas obtained from PDT-Vallex and of verb lemmas contained in VALLEX was 105 in total. As VALLEX treats aspectual counterparts of verbs as a single verb lexeme, respective aspectual counterparts have been added (if not already in the list). The resulting number of 145 verb lemmas has formed the inventory of verbs selected for the further annotation.
To identify the most frequent and most salient predicative nouns which select the given light verbs, we used the Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff et al., 2014) , a corpus tool allowing users to obtain summaries of words' grammatical and collocational properties. A balanced corpus of synchronous texts SYN2010 13 was used as the material base. In the first step, the collocation lists of all selected verb lemmas were obtained. From these lists, only the nominal collocates expressed as direct object in the accusative case (representing the central and most frequent cases of light verb collocations in Czech) were selected: almost 3,050 noun lemmas (21 nouns on average for a verb lemma); see also . 'dát, dávat' 'to give', 'projevit, projevovat' 'to show' etc.; 
the collocation joined by the dashed arrow have been extracted from the list of verbal collocates of the noun 'souhlas' 'consent').
A human annotator has been asked to indicate only those nouns in each list that represent predicative nouns forming collocations with the given light verb. As the main criterion for distinguishing collocates with light verbs from those with full verbs, the coreference of the nominal ACT with a valency complementation of the light verb has been adopted (see Section 3.1.4). The collocations that satisfy this condition are interpreted as LVCs.
In the second step, salient collocations of the predicative nouns have been added as well, using the Sketch Engine: for each of the predicative noun obtained in the first step, its missing relevant collocations with light verbs have been automatically extracted from its verb collocation list (in this step, we restricted the verbs to the list of 145 already identified light verb lemmas). See Figure 6 , displaying collocations of the noun souhlas 'consent' obtained in the first and second steps of the annotation process.
The resulting number of collocations from the first and second step sums up to 2,991 collocations in total (counted as combinations of a lemma of a light verb and a lemma of a predicative noun). These collocations represent the lexical stock integrated into the VALLEX lexicon.
Annotation Process
In the next step, the selected 2,991 collocations of predicative nouns with light verbs have been assigned with the relevant information, as introduced in Section 4. Each verb lemma and noun lemma have been processed separately, and then interlinked into a relevant LVC.
Annotation of Predicative Nouns
As the VALLEX lexicon originally contained the information only on valency behavior of verbs, it was necessary to add the same information on the selected predicative nouns. The data format of the lexicon, as described in Section 2, is suitable also for the description of other parts-of-speech. We thus made use of the same structure of lexical entries as designed for verbs (excluding verb-specific optional attributes).
The lexical entry of a predicative noun comprises its noun lexeme, i.e., a twofold unit associating all forms of the given noun with its lexical units (its individual senses). Each lexeme is represented by the respective noun lemma of the predicative noun, or (if relevant) by more than one lemma. úkol 1 ≈ zadání; skutečnost určená k vykonání `assignment' -frame:
ACT 2,pos,od+2 ADDR 2,3,pos,pro+4 PAT inf,dcc -lu:
úkol-1 -lvc:
ukládat-uložit-8, zadat-zadávat-4, klást-4, přebírat-přebrat-převzít-2.1, uvalit-uvalovat-2 -example: Pracovní úkol zaměstnavatele.ACT vyplývá zejména z popisu práce …; V tomto směru jsou úkoly od vedení.ACT klubu celkem jasné.; Hráči přesně plní trenérovy.ACT úkoly.; Hosté prohrávali a jejich.ADDR úkolem od trenéra.ACT bylo neprohrát utkání o deset branek.; domácí úkoly pro předškoláky.ADDR; těžký úkol vybrat.PAT vítěze.; Výsledkem byl úkol Komisi.ADDR, aby začala.PAT připravovat pro tři země akční programy.; Nový čínský úkol zní: ať naši zpěváci dobudou.PAT svět.; Z rady vyvstal úkol, že bychom měli svolat.PAT obecnou diskuzi. -control: ADDR 2 ≈ poslání; úloha; funkce `mission; role; function' -frame:
ACT 2,pos PAT inf,dcc -lu:
úkol-2 -lvc:
vykonat-vykonávat-2, přebírat-přebrat-převzít-2.2 -example: Úkolem řešitele.ACT sudoku je v co nejkratším čase doplnit prázdná místa v tabulce.;
Úkolem závodníka.ACT bude předvést odvážný improvizovaný skok do vody.; Jaký je náš.ACT úkol v dějinách člověčenstva?; Před zápasem byl můj.ACT úkol určit.PAT brankářku, která nastoupí do zápasu.; Je to jeho.ACT úkol, aby zakázka byla.PAT čistá a hotová včas.; To je taky jeho.ACT hlavní úkol, ať sešívky zapomenou.PAT na poháry a boje o místo nahoře.; Jeho.ACT předpokládaný úkol, že má sedět.PAT při každém přelíčení a podat.PAT čtenářům jeho průběh, byl nesmírně obtížný. -control: ACT Figure 7 . Lexical entry of the predicative noun 'úkol' 'task' (two lexical units) .
The key information on the valency behavior of individual lexical units of the predicative noun is provided by valency frames, exemplified by illustrative examples. Morphemic forms in valency frames of the noun describe the usage of its lexical units in nominal structures, see Section 3.1.1.
For the purpose of the description of LVCs, each lexical unit of a predicative noun is assigned with the special attribute lvc providing a list of references to individual light verbs with which the given noun forms LVCs. See the illustrative example of the lexical entry of the predicative noun úkol 'task' in Figure 7 .
We have restricted the number of syntactically annotated predicative nouns to those that form LVCs in the data with at least two light verbs (277 noun lexemes represented by 284 noun lemmas). Those nouns that represent a part of LVCs with one light verb are provided only in the form of a list of noun lemmas in the attribute lvc in the lexical entries of the respective light verbs (if these noun lemmas are counted, the number of predicative nouns increases to 577 lemmas). The basic statistics on annotated predicative nouns is provided in 
Annotation of Light Verbs
In the lexical entry of each verb lemma indicated in the previous step as a lemma representing a light verb, a relevant lexical unit (or more lexical units) of the given light verb has been identified. If no relevant lexical unit has been comprised in the lexical entry, it has been manually added. Then each identified lexical unit has been subject to necessary adjustment.
First, in each valency frame of relevant lexical units, a valency complementation standing for predicative nouns has been labeled with the CPHR functor. Second, each lexical unit of the light verb has been ascribed with one or more sets of the following attributes (as introduced in Section 4): (i) the attribute lvc, providing references to lexical units of the predicative nouns with which the given light verb form LVCs, and (ii) the attribute map, introducing the information on coreference characterizing the given LVCs. (iii) In case of causative light verbs, each set is further supplemented with the attribute instig, storing the information on the valency position of 'Causator'. If more ukládat impf , uložit pf ….
≈ light verb
`to give; to assign' (as light verb) -frame:
ACT 1 ADDR 3 CPHR 4 -lu:
ukládat-uložit-8 -lvc1:
úkol-1, zákaz-1 -map1:
ACTv-ACTn, ADDRv-ADDRn -example1:
impf: Prostřednictvím ředitele úřadu ministr a náměstci … ukládají úkoly úředníkům.; Pokyn ministerstva obrany ukládal složkám resortu přísný zákaz ničit po výcviku munici. pf: Vladimir Putin uložil vládě úkol něco se situací dělat už před osmi lety.; … řidičce městský úřad uložil zákaz činnosti spočívající v zákazu řízení motorových vozidel. ….
-lvc3:
omezení-1, omezení-2, opatření-1, pokání-1, povinnost-1 -map3:
ADDRv-ACTn -instig3: ACT -example3:
impf: Nová technická pravidla ukládají odstranění či omezení některých počítačových systémů.; Současná společnost ukládá člověku početná omezení.; ČNB se musí striktně držet zákonných postupů a může ukládat opatření k nápravě.; … také počítač provádí hříšníka úvodními modlitbami, ptá se na jeho hříchy a ukládá pokání.; Soud zpravidla ukládá radnicím povinnost zajistit nájemníkům náhradní bydlení. pf: Také ruská státní agentura Rosselkhoznadzor … si vymínila právo uložit omezení dovozu, …; Soud může pachateli uložit omezení, aby se zdržel řízení.; Proto jsme také městským službám neuložili žádné zvláštní opatření.; Zřejmě to ale nebyl jen tak ledaskdo, protože sám papež uložil Bernardu Ignácovi pokání.; Soud uložil žalované společnosti povinnost zaplatit kanceláři zmíněnou částku s příslušenstvím. than one set of these attributes is relevant with a single lexical unit of a light verb, the sets are distinguished by Arabic numerals. (iv) In addition, each LVC is exemplified by corpus example provided in the attribute example, attached to individual sets of the above given attributes. See the example of the lexical unit of the light verb uložit 'to give' in Figure 8 . As a result, 117 lexical units characterizing light verbs have been annotated; these lexical units are contained in 78 verb lexemes, represented by 145 verb lemmas, see Table 2 . Most light verbs are non-causative: from 117 lexical units in total, 89 underlie non-causative light verbs in the annotated data and 28 lexical units correspond to causative light verbs. The semantic participant 'Causator' has been mapped predominantly onto ACT of light verbs, in less cases it has corresponded to ORIG. For the basic statistics on the mapping of 'Causator' see 
Types of Coreference
As a result of the annotation, almost 1,500 different LVCs, counted as combinations of individual lexical units of light verbs and lexical units of predicative nouns, have been identified. Each LVC is characterized by a certain type of coreference between verbal and nominal valency complementations (or by more than one type), see Section 3.1.4. The information on coreference has been assigned to the valency frame of a light verb (attribute map). For causative light verbs, also the information on 'Causator' mapping is provided (attribute instig).
In the annotated data, most LVCs are characterized by a single type of coreference and (if relevant) by the mapping of 'Causator'; however, almost 200 annotated LVCs allow for different types of coreference, often distinguished by the presence/absence of 'Causator'.
In the annotation, 21 different types of coreference (distinguished with respect to the presence of 'Causator') have been identified for all LVCs (including 7 ambiguous types). The most frequent type of coreference is represented by the coreference of the ACT of a non-causative light verb with the ACT of a predicative noun; this type can be exemplified by, e.g., the LVC mít obavu 'to be afraid; lit. to have fear' (11). Within the group of causative light verbs, the coreference of the verbal ADDR and the nominal ACT with the mapping of 'Causator' onto the verbal ACT is the most frequent one; it characterizes, e.g., the LVC přinést poznatek 'to bring knowledge ' (35) . Table 4 provides all types of coreference identified in the annotated data, illustrated by examples.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have summarized results of a theoretical analysis of syntactic behavior of Czech light verb constructions. We have focused both on their deep and surface syntactic structure, demonstrating the syntactic compositionality of these constructions. We have deepened an insight into a key role of coreference between valency complementations of the light verb and the predicative noun forming an LVC in the process of the syntactic formation of the given LVC, emphasizing a role of mapping of semantic participants characterizing the given LVC onto valency complementations.
The proposed theoretical analysis has been verified (and refined) within a linguistic annotation of a large amount of light verb constructions. The resulting description has been used in the VALLEX lexicon for their theoretically adequate and economic representation. The data have been published -after both manual and automatic data consistency checking --in the new version of the VALLEX lexicon, release 3.5. 14 The VALLEX 3.5 lexicon comprises annotation of almost 3,000 collocations of predicative nouns with light verbs (counted as combinations of a lemma of a light verb and a lemma of a predicative noun), which correspond to almost 1,500 LVCs (counted as individual combinations of a lexical unit of a light verb and a lexical unit of a predicative noun). The LVC annotation has affected almost 350 newly created lexical units of predicative nouns and 120 lexical units of light verbs. The syntactic formation of LVCs has been described in the grammar component of VALLEX in a form of syntactic rules operating on the information from the data component (namely valency frames of respective light verbs and predicative nouns and three special attributes describing the LVC formation lvc, map, and instig).
